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pattern

pattern by
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14 x 6 x 6 cm

Before 

Starting

Materials

Tools

Yarn
You can make a pig reindeer with any yarn you prefer.  Sample is made with DARUMA iroiro.

Colorways

MC (main color: light brown ): Daruma iroiro (46) 20g

CC1 (contrasting color 1: brown ): Daruma iroiro (11) 4g

CC2 (red ): Daruma iroiro (37) 2g

CC3 (off white ): Daruma iroiro (2) 4g

Others
Stuffing

Eyes (6mm for iroiro )

Laundry starch

Finished Sizing

Hook for yarn gauge ( for iroiro, 2.2 mm )
yarn needle
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sc: single crochet 

inc: 2 single crochet in 1 stitch

dec: single crochet 2 together

sc loop: single crochet loop stitch

dc: double crochet

dc3tog: double crochet 3 together

ch(s ): chain stitch(es )

sl st: slip stitch

st(s ): stitch(es )

[]...times: repeat instructions in bracket ...times

(MC or CC1 ): change to noted color

Some photos in this pattern are from other PALMy series amigurumis. Please ignore 

difference between colors, finger numbers and so on!

Abbreviations (US terminology )

You can use your finished products based on piggiesagogo patterns as you want . Selling, 

giving, exhibiting or other usages are not prohibited.

We deeply appreciate being tagged on finished products: noticing your works are based on 

piggiesagogo patterns. (For example: notes in price tags, posting piggiesagogo URL 

"piggiesagogo.com" and so on. )

Enjoy crocheting!

Licences
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Start!!

1. Body

1 2
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Stuff while working.

1: use MC. Starting with an adjustable ring, sc 6 (6 sts )

2: inc 6 times (12 sts )

3: [sc 1, inc ] 6 times (18 sts )

4: [inc, sc 2 ] 6 times (24 sts )

5: [sc 3, inc ] 6 times (30 sts )

6: [sc 2, inc, sc 2 ] 6 times (36 sts )

7-11 (5 rounds ): sc 36 (36 sts )

12: [inc, sc 5 ] 6 times (42 sts )

13-17 (5 rounds ): sc 42 (42 sts )

18: [inc, sc 6 ] 6 times (48 sts )

19-23 (5 rounds ): sc 48 (48 sts )

24: [inc, sc 7 ] 6 times (54 sts )

25-29 (5 rounds ): sc 54 (54 sts )

When using safety eyes:

attach eyes between 7th and 8th rounds. Count 8 sts between eyes (see also instructions of 

Face in Attaching. )

30: [dec, sc 7 ] 6 times (48 sts )

31: [dec, sc 6 ] 6 times (42 sts )

32: [dec, sc 5 ] 6 times (36 sts )

33: [dec, sc 4 ] 6 times (30 sts )

34: [dec, sc 3 ] 6 times (24 sts )

35: [dec, sc 2 ] 6 times (18 sts )

36: [dec, sc1 ] 6 times (12 sts )

37: dec 6 times (6 sts )

Leaving a long tail (about 20 cm long ) for assembling, cut. To close, weave front loop of each st 

(Image 1. ) Pull tightly, fasten off (Image 2. )

Rounds
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2. Arms (make 2 )

Rounds

Background colors in 

charts

White: CC1

Orange: MC

Arms require to change colors while 

working 1 round.

Stop midway through your last stitch of the 

current color; with 2 loops on the hook. 

Attach new color  and hook. Keep working.

1: using MC, start with 8 foundation chs. Ch 1 (counts as a st, ) sc in the 2nd ch from the hook, 

sc 6, sc 4 in the last ch, rotate and work opposite side, sc 6, inc (20 sts ) (figure 6)

2: [inc, sc 8, inc ] 2 times (24 sts )

3: sc 11, (CC1) 3 dc in the next st, sc 1, 3 dc in the next st, (MC) sc 10 (28 sts )(Image 4 )

4: sc 11, (CC1) sc 7, (MC) sc 10 (28 sts )

5: dec, sc 9, dc3tog, sc 1, dc3tog, sc 8, dec (22 sts )

6: dec, sc 6, dec 4 times, sc 4, dec (16 sts )

3
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Sl st in the first st. Leaving a long tail (about 20 cm long ) for assembling, cut.

Stuff softly. If you stuff firmly, the reindeer is going to be so buff!

Join the ends together with whip stitches. Insert needle into front loop of the next st to sl  st 

(Image 5) then into sl st (Image 6. ) Work 7 more whip sts (each joins 2 sts facing each other. ) 

(Image 7)

3. Legs (make 2 )

Rounds

1: use MC. Start with 6 foundation chs. Ch 1 (counts as a st, ) 

sc 1 in the 2nd ch from the hook, sc 4, sc 4 in the last ch, 

rotate and work opposite side, sc 4, inc (16 sts )

2: [inc, sc 6, inc ] 2 times (20 sts )

4 5 6

7 8

9
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3: inc, sc 8, (CC1) 3 dc in the next st, sc 1, 3 dc in the next st, (MC) sc 7, inc (26 sts )

4: sc 26  (26 sts )

5: sc 10, [dc 3 tog, sc 1 ] 2 times, sc 8 (22 sts )

6: sc 8, dec 4 times, sc 6 (18 sts )

7-12 (6 rounds ): sc 18 (18 sts )

Stuff firmly in foot and softly in leg.

13: [dec, sc 1] 6 times (12 sts )

14: dec 6 (6 sts )

Leaving a long tail (about 20cm long ) for assembling, cut. Weave the ends together as same 

as body (Image 9. )

Background colors in charts

White: CC1

Orange: MC
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4. Inner ears (make 2 )

Use CC3. Starting with an adjustable ring, sc 6, sl st in the ring. Leaving a long tail (about 20cm 

long, ) cut yarn and fasten off (Image 10. )

5. Outer ears (make 2 )

1: use MC. Starting with an adjustable ring, sc 6 (6 sts )

Pile Inner ear on the Outer ear (Image 11. ) Work Row 2 to join 2 

pieces together.

2: ch 1 (doesn't count st, ) sc 2, inc 2 times, sc 2. 

Leaving a long tail (about 20cm long, ) cut yarn and fasten off 

(Image 12. )

Rows

10

11

12
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6. Muzzle

Rounds

1: use MC.start with 3 foundation chs. Ch 1 (counts as a st, ) inc in the same ch, sc 1, sc 5 in 

the last ch, rotate and work opposite side, sc 1, inc (12 sts )

2: [sc 1, inc, sc 3, inc ] 2 times (16 sts )

3-4 (2 rows ): sc 16 (16 sts )

Leaving a long tail (about 20cm long ) for assembling, cut (Image 13. )

7. Nose

Use CC2. Starting with an adjustable ring, ch 1, 5-dc 

cluster (dc 5 together in 1 st, ) ch 2, 5-dc cluster under the 

1st ch. Leaving a long tail (about 20cm long ) for 

assembling, cut (Image 14. )

13

14
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15

16

8. Antlers (make 2 )

Use CC1. Start leaving a long tail (about 20cm. ) 

1: ch 8, skip 1 ch, sl st 5 times and leave 2 chs (Image 15 

upper left )

2: ch 8, skip 1 ch, sl st 4 times and leave 3 chs (Image 15 

upper right )

3: ch 4, skip 1 ch, sl st 3 times (Image 15 lower left )

4: sl st 3 times in 3 chs left in Row 2, sl st 2 times in 2 chs left 

in Row 1  (Image 15 lower right )

Leaving a long tail (about 20cm long ) for assembling, cut.

Use watered-down laundry starch to make Antlers hard (Image 

16. )

Rows
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17

9. Breast fur

Use CC3. Ch doesn't count as 1 st.

1: ch 4, skip 1 ch, sc 3 (3 sts )

2: ch 1, sc loop 3 times (3 sts )

3: ch 1, inc, sc 1, inc (5 sts )

4: ch 1, sc loop 5 times (5 sts )

5: ch 1, inc, sc 3, inc (7 sts )

6: ch 1, sc loop 7 times (7 sts )

7: ch 1, sc 7 (7 sts )

8: ch 1, sc loop 7 times (7 sts )

9: ch 1, dec, sc 3, dec (5 sts )

10: ch 1, sc loop 5 times (5 sts )

11: ch 1, skip 1 st, sl st 4 times (ch + sl sts: 5 )

Leaving a long tail (about 30cm long ) for assembling, cut (Image 17. )

Rows
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18 19 20

21 22 23

24 25 26

10. Assembling

See Image 18-20 to attach Muzzle, Nose, Ears, antlers and eyes. 

Body and Muzzle: stuff nose. Attach nose between 7th and 13th rounds of body. 

Nose: fold nose to half and attach on Muzzle.

Body and Ears: attach ears between 5th and 6th rounds of body.

Body and Eyes: attach eyes between 7th and 8th rounds of the body. Distance between an 

eye and nose should be 7 sts.
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Body and Antlers: attach antlers between 2nd and 3rd rounds of the body.

Body and Breast fur: attach Breast fur underneath Muzzle (Image 21. )

Body and Arms: attach them using MC. Insert needle into 8th foundation ch of Arm and get 

penetrate (Image 22. ) Then insert it into between 17th and 18th rounds of body and also get 

penetrate (Image 23. ) Attach another arm as same. Get needle turn back (Image 24. ) Tie both 

yarn ends tightly (Image 25. )

Body and Legs: attach them as same as arms. Insert needle underneath 3rd round from the 

end of leg and between 29th and 30th of body (Image 26. )

Congratulations, 

the reindeer is 

finished!


